Who we are

CCC Participating Institutions:

? UCSF  ? UC Berkeley  ? Stanford University

? San Francisco State University

? IBM Almaden Research Center  ? The Exploratorium
Center Leadership Team

Wallace Marshall, Director [1]
Zev Gartner, Co-Director and Research Coordinator [2]

Debra Singer, Managing Director

Frank Bayliss, SFSU, Diversity Coordinator [3]

Charles Craik, UCSF- Knowledge Transfer Coordinator [4]

Rebecca Smith, UCSF - Education Coordinator [5]

Kristin Dolan, Program Manager [6]

Simone Bianco, IBM Site Director [7]

Mark Chan, SFSU Site Director [8]
Daniel Fletcher, UC Berkeley Site Director [9]
Jennifer Frazier, Exploratorium Site Director [10]


Robert McGinn, Lead Ethics Investigator and Coordinator [12]
Sindy Tang, Stanford University Site Director [13]

Orion Weiner, UCSF - Graduate Education Coordinator [14]

Center Administrative Team

UCSF

Olivia Viloria, Center Finance Administrator
Jennifer Thompson, Program Assistant, Diversity Initiatives
Melissa Paraiso, Special Projects
JoAnne Williams, Executive Analyst
Aurelia Swift, Summer - Administrative Assistant

SFSU

Lynn Anderson
Heidi Ng

Additional Research Faculty - UCSF

Hana El-Samad [15]
Shawn Douglas [16]
Sophie Dumont [17]
Wendell Lim [18]

Additional Research Faculty - SFSU

Diana Chu [19]
Laura Burrus [20]

Wilfred Denetclaw [21]

Carmen Domingo [22]

Raymond Esquerra [23]

Blake Riggs [24]

Additional Research Faculty - Stanford

Manu Prakash [25]

Additional Research Faculty - UC Berkeley

John Dueber [26]
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